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                                                          Abstract 
    A finite temperature model of strongly correlated nucleons with underlying isospin 
symmetries is developed. The model can be used to study the role of bound states and 
Feshbach resonances on the thermal properties of a spin ½, isospin ½ system of protons 
and neutrons by varying the proton fraction. An analysis of features associated with a 
universal thermodynamic limit or unitary limit is given. In the limit of very large 
scattering length, the effective range to quantum thermal wavelength appears as a 
limiting scale in an interaction energy and equation of state.  
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Introduction. The behavior of dilute Fermi systems is of recent interest in both atomic 
systems and in nuclear systems. Early theoretical interest arose when Bertsch [1] 
formulated a many body challenge problem for systems with large scattering length 
compared to interparticle spacings. This regime is referred to as the unitary limit. 
Experimental studies of cold gases in the unitary regime in atomic physics were carried 
out by several groups [2-5]. In atomic systems Feshbach resonances have provided a 
unique tool for studies of such systems. In particular, tuning across a Feshbach resonance 
via a magnetic field has been a very successful method in the study of the transition from 
a Bose-Einstein condensate of tightly bound dimers to a BSC superfluid state. Some early 
theoretical studies of atomic systems were carried out by Ho and collaborators both at 
0=T [6] and 0≠T [7]. Moreover, results in ref.[7] showed that several of the features of 
a degenerate 0=T Fermi gas are present in the high temperature Boltzmann limit.  In 
nuclear physics, a Monte-Carlo investigation of the superfluid properties of a system of 
pure neutrons was done in Ref.[8]. Further theoretical understanding of the pure neutron 
system came from the extensive work of Bulgac and collaborators [9] and references 
therein. Early work on the Bertsch problem was done by Barker [10] and Heiselberg [11]. 
The inner crust of a neutron star is an example where dilute Fermi gases occur [12].  
The focus of this paper centers around thermodynamic properties of strongly correlated 
fermions and in particular to a two component hadronic system made of protons and 
neutrons each with two spin states and underlying isospin symmetries. Real hadronic 
systems contain both neutrons and protons even in the limit of neutron stars which 
contain a small fraction of protons. Moreover, future FRIB (Facility for Rare Isotope 
Beams) experiments will study properties of nuclei with large neutron and proton excess. 
An investigation of a two component system is a rich extension of results from a one 
component system. For example, in a system of  protons and neutrons both isospin 
symmetries and features associated with spin structure come into play. The n-p system 
has a bound state in the spin 1=S , isospin 0=I state, while the n-n 1,0 == IS system 
and n-p 1,0 == IS  have resonant like virtual states with very large scattering lengths. 
Also, the formation of deuterons in a dilute Fermi system [13] is a precursor to the liquid-
gas phase transition [14]. In a gas to liquid phase transition clusters of all sizes appear.  
The specific heat shows a singular behavior around the first order liquid/gas phase 
transition [15]. While the nuclear system does not allow tuning with a magnetic field, 
tuning can be done by varying the proton fraction. Temperature also plays an important 
part in the number of bound and virtual states.  
   Thermodynamic properties of the interacting gas with two components.   The equation 
of state EOS around a non-degenerate limit has a virial expansion that is =TkPV B/  
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A virial expansion is valid when 3)/( TVA λ is small. The above results can be extended to 
include interactions by considering the following model with two components made of 
protons and neutrons. The pressure in a dilute interacting gas to second order in the 
density is 22/ AbATkPV B −= where the coefficient Vb /1~2 has contributions from 
ppnn, and np components. To see the structure of 2b a simple example will be given 
where all three systems can form an −s wave bound state, with the np system having two 
possibilities with spin 1=S , the deuteron, or 0=S .  This will then be corrected for 
continuum interactions and the nn  and pp bound states will be turned off. The law of 
partial pressures leads to a total pressure TkPV B/ = npppnnnp NNNNN ++++  The 
ppnpp NNNZ 2++= and =N nnnpn NNN 2++ and NZA += . The )(SNij  is 
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with npjnpi ,&, == . The above law expresses chemical equilibrium[13]. The )(SNij  
is strongly T dependent with higherT breaking the bound state into its constituents. 
The S is the spin of the )(ij pairs and )(ijEB equals the binding energy of the pair. Writing 
ppnpp NNZN 2−−= , nnnpn NNNN 2−−= , proton fraction AZyyp /==  and neutron 
fraction pn yANy −== 1/ y−=1 leads to an equation of state EOS to order 2A that is 
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Anti-symmetrization corrections in the pp and nn channels are included in this equation. 
As noted the pp , nn  andnp  0=S , 1=I channels have no bound states. However a 
resonance like virtual state acts as a bound state and makes a contribution to the 2A term 
through a term due to Beth and Ulhenbeck[16-18] that changes the bound state 
Boltzmann factor to a continuum correlation integral. Specifically, 
∫ −∂∂→ dkTkkkTkEExp BBB )2/exp()/()/1(]/[ 220 µδπ h  where 0δ is the −s wave phase 
shift and 2/m=µ is the reduced mass.  Higher orbital l correlations can also contribute 
using →∂∂ k/0δ )12( +Σ ll dkd l /δ . Here only −s waves will be considered. Ref[13] 
gives an early application of the Beth/Uhlenbeck expression to nuclear heavy ion physics. 
Interaction energy. The volume dependence of the energy can be obtained from 
PTPTVE VT −∂∂=∂∂ )/)/ . For )/ˆ/( 222 VAbVATkP B −=  with 22 /ˆ bVb = the volume 
dependence of the energy is )/()/ˆ()( 22 VATkTbTVE B∂∂= where 
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The above volume dependence comes from anti-symmetrization (the term involving 
2/72/1 or symb ,2ˆ ) and from interaction terms (terms with kEB ∂∂ /, 0δ or )ˆ int,2b with the latter 
called the interaction energy. The interaction energy density is 
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A rescaled energy density is defined as ≡intεˆ )4/2)/)(2/3/(( 2/332int TB VATk λε . The 
experimental determination of the interaction energy in the unitary limit in atomic 
systems can be found [2,3] and a calculation of it is in ref [7] at non-zero T . At 0=T , a 
numerical coefficientξ relating the energy in the unitary limit to the non-interacting 
Fermi gas energy is of interest. Specifically, )5/3(/ FENE ξ=  where 4.3. −≈ξ [8,11].        
  Square well potential with a repulsive hard core: effective range approximation. The 
nuclear force has a short range repulsive part besides an attractive longer range part. A 
simplified interaction with an infinite repulsive core for cr ≤≤0 and an attractive square 
well of depth 0V for Rrc ≤≤ has .)()](tan)/arctan[(0 kccRkcRk −−−−= ααδ  The 
2
0
22 αα += k  and 200 /2 hVµα = . When the square well has no bound state then 
0=oδ at 0=k and reaches a maximum value m,0δ )/ˆ2(4/2/ 2202 hRVµππ −−=  at 
== RkRk m ˆˆ  m,02/ δπ − , cRR −=ˆ . For a well with a single bound state πδ =o  at 0=k .  
When 0α<<k the behavior of the phase shift is given by an effective range theory. 
Specifically, 2/)/1(cot 200 krak sl +−=δ  with )/)(tan1( 00 RcRRasl αα −−= the 
scattering length and 0r the effective range (see Table1),  and k∂∂ /0δ given by 
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Table1. Experimental values of 0& rasl [19] followed by square well parameters and 
calculated values. A 27.0=c was used throughout.  The np S=1 parameters bind the 
deuteron at 2.2MeV . The p-p system has Coulomb terms and has =sla -7.821, =sr0 2.83 . 
________________________________________________________________________ 
                     np  1=S                       np  0=S                        nn  0=S         
  Exp:      4.5== tsl aa              7.23, −== npssl aa            4.17, −== nnssl aa  
  Exp:       75.100 == trr             73.2,00 == npsrr                4.2,00 == nnsrr   
{ },0 RV :     {57.14, 1.8}                {23.18, 2.3}                   {31.60, 2.0} 
   Cal:       4.5== tsl aa              70.23, −== npssl aa         4.17, −== nnssl aa  
   Cal:        73.100 == trr             69.2,00 == npsrr               4.2,00 == nnsrr 0 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 When the 4k term in Eq.6 is neglected, the integral CB can be done analytically:  
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The Boltzmann exponential factor )exp( 2bk− suppresses the 4k term in k∂∂ /0δ  and 
makes eq[7] and very good approximation to the complete effective range result for it. 
The Tkb Bµ2/2h= = πµλ 2/)(2T and )/( 2slabErfc = )/(1 2slabErf− . Calculations of 
CB using a square well 0δ and an effective range approximation are shown in Fig.1.  
 
 Fig.1. CB versus b . Right figure: The upper curve is the approximate analytic expression 
of Eq. 7 while the lower curve is the square well result. The error is less than a percent. 
Left figure: unitary limits showing that the two lines nearly coincide.     
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 Unitary or Universal thermodynamic limit. The limit ∞→sla is called the universal 
thermodynamic or unitary limit. In this limit the scattering length no longer appears in 
expressions such as the energy, but the energy is also no longer an ideal Fermi gas result. 
The quantity ≡∆ CB bBbB CC ∂∂−− /)3/2( appears in intε and intεˆ . For large sla  
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The factor Tor λ/ appears as a correction to the universal thermodynamic limit of 
2/][ slasign . By comparison, for baBraab slCslsl π2/,1)/( 02 −→>>− , 3/2 CC BB −=∆ .  
The unscaled interaction density 22int )/)(/( VAmasl hπε = for this CB∆ which is realized in 
atomic systems by tuning away from the Feshbach resonance[7]. The value of CB∆ using 
phase shifts calculated with a square well/hard core potential also closely approximate 
results from Eq.(8). When ∞→sla  the effective range .0 cRr +→  A bound state has 
1)/)3/2(1](/[/)3/2( −→+−=∂∂+− TkETkEExpTBTB BbBbbb in the unitary limit 
of 0→bE . Thus, in this limit, a bound deuteron has +∞→sla and a contribution 
)(1 ∞→∆+− slC aB = 2/102/10 )(6/2/1)(6/)2/1(1 brbr ππ +−=++− = )( −∞→∆ slC aB , 
i.e., the same contribution for an unbound state where −∞→sla , assuming that the 
effective range 0r is the same. The second virial coefficient becomes 
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The 2ˆb includes anti-symmetry exchange correlations and the above formula is for an 
isospin symmetry case with all npppnn ,,  singlet effective ranges ( sr0≡ ) taken to be the 
same. The otr is the np triplet effective range.  Figure 2 shows plots of  
3
2 /ˆ Tb λ  versus y in 
the universal thermodynamic limit and compares it to 32 /ˆ Tb λ using the effective range and 
scattering length parameters of Table 1. The EOS is 332 )/()/ˆ(1/ TTB VAbTAkPV λλ ⋅⋅−= .  
The importance of the bound state can be seen in the height in the left figure curves 
compared to those in the right figure. The small spread in the three unitary limit curves in 
the left fiqure come from Trbr λ/~/ 00 terms.  
 
Figure 2. 32 /ˆ Tb λ versus y . The left figure is the behavior of 32 /ˆ Tb λ with y for an isospin 
symmetric case in the universal thermodynamic limit. A triplet 03.20 =tr and singlet 
67.20 =sr  was used. The right figure uses experimental Bsl Era ,, 0 parameters. The three 
curves are for TkB =2.59, 3.45, 5.17 with higher curves corresponding to lower TkB . 
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This EOS can be compared with a spinless hard sphere Bose gas (from )0=l [17] and a 
“spinless” hard sphere Fermi gas (from )1=l [18] having, respectively, 32 /ˆ Tb λ  = 2/52/1( + 
)/2 Tc λ , 32 /ˆ Tb λ = ))/(62/1( 32/5 Tc λπ+− . A system of protons and neutrons has terms 
that arise from fermions of the same type - nnpp& - coupled to 0=S for 0=l and 
fermions that are different -np  which can couple to both 1&0=S . The rescaled 
intεˆ versus y (see Fig.3,4) in the unitary limit is 
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The Trbr λ/~/ 00 part of rescaled intεˆ leads to a T independent 0int3int ~ˆ~ rT Tελε part. 
  
Fig.3 intεˆ versus y for various T . The vertical axis is intεˆ in MeV . The temperatures 
are TkB = 2.59 ( .)16=b , 3.45 )12( =b , 5.17 )8( =b  in the left figure. Deeper curves 
have lower TkB . The right figure has TkB = 2.59 and shows that the isospin asymmetric 
case is very close to the isospin symmetric case as y varies. The calculated parameters in 
Table1 for sla  and 0r where used. 
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Fig.4 intεˆ versus y , the role of a deuteron bound state andT dependences. The left figure 
has TkB = 3.45 or 12=b  and the right figure also includes 4=b or TkB =10.15 to illustrate 
the role of T . In the left figure, the upper curve does not have a deuteron bound state. 
Instead ,7.23−=sla  73.20 =r was used for it. The deepest curve has a deuteron bound 
state as in Fig.3. The middle line is the unitary limit with 0=BE which is also the same 
as the unitary limit with an unbound or virtual deuteron. In the right figure, the upper 
curve is really two curves that almost coincide showing a T independence. The middle 
two curves are the unitary limits with the lower of the two having lowerT . The lowest 
two curves have a bound deuteron with the lower curve having a lowerT . 
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Conclusions. A finite temperature two component model of strongly correlated protons 
and neutrons each with two spin states and underlying isospin symmetries was discussed. 
The model is an extension of the one component two spin state fermionic models in both 
atomic systems and in nuclear physics where pure neutron systems are considered. 
Features associated with Feshbach resonances and bound states can be studied by tuning 
on the proton fraction y and varying the temperatureT . The bound state is the spin 1=S , 
isospin 0=I state of thenp system, the deuteron. The resonant like virtual structures arise 
in the 0=S , 1=I channels. Thenn andnp  0=S , 1=I channels have very large 
scattering lengths. When the scattering lengths sla  are large compared to interparticle 
spacings and range of interparticle forces, a regime called the unitary limit is reached and 
this limit was studied and compared to calculation using experimental values for 0& rasl . 
A simplied interaction between nucleons was used which is an attractive square well 
potential with a short range hard core repulsion. Properties of this potential were then 
related to experimental results for nucleon-nucleon effective ranges 0r and sla in spin 
singlet and triplet states. Analytic results were developed in an effective range 
approximation for various features such as the interaction energy and EOS. A rescaled 
interaction energy intεˆ  was shown to be relatively flat with variation with y in the unitary 
limit. A variation with T in intεˆ comes from a residual dependence on the ratio Tr λ/0  that 
appears in the results even in the limit of infinite scattering length. The associate intε is 
T independence. The deuteron bound state was shown to produce a large departure in the 
interaction energy from the unitary limit and giving rise to a pronounced T dependence. 
Another extreme of large slT a/λ was also studied. In atomic systems this other limit is 
realized by tuning away from the Feshbach resonance. 
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